2022 THIRD QUARTER IMPACT REPORT

NATIONAL POST

Terrorist Palestinian teen shot dead after allegedly attacking Israeli soldier with a hammer.

Hamas shows its real face by executing five Palestinians.

ROGER WATERS BASHES ISRAEL IN SUPPORT OF PRO-PALESTINIAN STUDENTS AT MCGILL UNIVERSITY

HELP US REPORT CD4HR!

@CD4HR (Canadian Defenders for Human Rights) posts Instagram story with 'support master antisemite trope, accusing Jews of controlling Government officials, like Conservative Leader, Pierre Poilievre.'

HRC REBUTTAL

HRC Rebut Anti-israel Defender's Claim That Israel Is Committing Apartheid.

ACTION ALERT

CTV Falsely Claims Israel killed 49 Palestinians in Recent Fighting With Islamic Jihad.

HRC ALERT

Canadian Arabic Magazine Praises Palestinian Violence Against Israel, HRC Contends

FACT CHECK

NATIONAL POST

Israeli police kill Palestinian terrorist who attempted to stab and murder Israeli Police

HRC REBUTTAL

HRC More to Israeli Raids Than Politics

CTV London Removes Event Organizer's Material From Its Website That Wiped Israel Off The Map

Why Do the News and Israel Trend on Twitter?

Who Is Jibril Rajoub?

Success!
Action Alerts
Countering antisemitic and anti-Israel Canadian content.

Media Bias Workshop
Book a workshop today with our Assistant Director, Robert Walker, and learn how to fight media bias!

Thank You
Thank you for supporting HonestReporting Canada and our continued efforts!

Our Mission
To ensure Israel is represented fairly and accurately, HonestReporting Canada monitors the media, exposes bias, promotes balance, and affects change through education and action.

When media bias occurs, our worldwide base of subscribers take action by contacting news agencies, drawing errors to their attention and requesting changes.

Media outlets, correspondents, and editors are held accountable and are sensitized to the need for factual, impartial and fair reporting.
Dear Friends,

Three months ago, in my letter introducing our HonestReporting Canada Q2 Impact Report, I wrote that while many of us enjoy the downtime of the summer to take vacations, head to a cottage or otherwise enjoy a slower pace, the same would likely not be the case for “peddlers of anti-Israel disinformation,” who I wrote “do not take such breaks in the summer.”

While I don’t have a crystal ball, my prediction turned out to be correct; the last three months have shown beyond any doubt that when Israel is under attack by rockets and terrorism, Israel faces an equally aggressive assault of propaganda and delegitimization. Over a three-day period in early August, Gaza-based Palestinian Islamic Jihad (PIJ) launched a rocket barrage consisting of 1,000 deadly missiles against Israel. And like clockwork, a similar barrage of misinformation lobbed against Israel was soon published in news outlets across the country.

By way of example, Concordia University’s student newspaper, The Link, published an article referring to PIJ terrorists as “resistance fighters” and whitewashing their attempted murder against Israeli civilians. An issue which we are pursuing with the Quebec Press Council.

During the recent conflict, HonestReporting Canada took issue with a number of news reports. CTV News, in its coverage of the fighting, falsely stated that all Palestinian deaths were as a result of Israeli actions – completely ignoring those Palestinians killed by errant rocket fire from Palestinian terror groups.

In both of these cases, HonestReporting Canada responded with immediate incisive rebuttals and alerts, encouraging our 50,000+ subscribers to take action and ensure that these media outlets know that publishing misleading anti-Israel content is unacceptable.

The brief conflict between Israel and Palestinian Islamic Jihad was not the only major story this summer. Another major item was the scandal featuring Laith Marouf, the Beirut-based “anti-racism” consultant hired by the federal government to provide anti-racism training to Canadian broadcasters. Marouf, whose Twitter feed was a cornucopia of antisemitic diatribes, including one which referred to “loud mouthed bags of human feces, aka the Jewish White Supremacists,” remained under the radar screen of journalists until media consultant Mark Goldberg unearthed Marouf’s noxious tweets and Quillette editor Jonathan Kay gave the story legs, which eventually led the Trudeau government to pull its funding to Marouf and the Community Media Advocacy Centre (CMAC).

As the scandal began to become public knowledge, HonestReporting Canada was granted space to publish a column in the National Post entitled: Ottawa’s Approach To Anti-Racism Like Asking Big Tobacco To Cure Cancer, calling on readers to “demand and expect proactive action from the federal government to ensure that both current and future recipients of taxpayer dollars, aimed at fighting hatred in society, are not themselves prominent advocates of it.”

As pointed out in our op-ed, the Laith Marouf episode is scandalous for two primary reasons: one, for the federal government’s failure to identify Marouf’s antisemitic history and to take action, but also for the failure of Canadian journalists and news media outlets to do the same.

This scandal is a powerful reminder of the need for an ongoing and assertive effort to hold Canadian news media outlets to account, not just for what they write, but for when they fail to uphold their responsibility as journalists and members of the fifth estate.

That is why, when it comes to HonestReporting Canada’s work, including our alerts, rebuttals, backgraders, webinars, podcasts and more, our team does more than critique problematic news reporting; we also proactively tell a story that the news media isn’t telling, such as publishing a viral video covering the recent remarks by Palestinian Authority (PA) President Mahmoud Abbas in Berlin, where he refused to condemn the 1972 hostage taking and massacre of 11 Israeli athletes at the Munich Olympic Games and instead accused the Jewish State of committing “50 Holocausts.”

As we wrap up another quarter, I want to once again thank our large, growing and committed team of subscribers who help keep us abreast of problematic reporting, and to our generous donors who help underwrite all our activities and continued efforts.

With appreciation,

Mike Fegelman
Executive Director
HonestReporting Canada
HRC IN THE NEWS
Rebutting & Educating Through Traditional Canadian Media

**Israéli-Saoudi Relations: Sowing The Seeds Of Peace - July 15, 2022**

**More Truths About Israel - August 15, 2022**

**Ottawa’s Approach To Anti-Racism Like Asking Big Tobacco To Cure Cancer - August 24, 2022**

**Canadian Military Magazine Contributor Spreads Falsehoods About Israel - July 21, 2022**
HRC IN THE NEWS
Rebutting & Educating Through Traditional Canadian Media

Dyer's Column Looking At Israel's Attempts To Defend Itself Inaccurate
- August 28, 2022

IHRA Definition Of Antisemitism No Smokescreen To Shield Israel From Criticism
- July 13, 2022

More To Israeli Raids Than Politics
- September 7, 2022

Commemorating 125 Years Since 1st Zionist Congress - September 6, 2022
**Iran’s Regime Reveals Major Advancement In Nuclear Weapons Progress**

**Russian-Israeli Dispute Could End Up Strengthening Iran & Hezbollah**

**Islamic Jihad: A Violent, Islamist Terrorist Group Committed To Israel’s Destruction**
July 4

**Canadian Media Ignore That Palestinian Killed By IDF Was A Terrorist**

On July 3, Israeli Defense Forces soldiers conducted security patrols in the West Bank and came under attack by a Palestinian terrorist who threw a firebomb.

In response, soldiers fired at the suspect who died from wounds sustained from Israeli fire. In covering this incident, the Toronto Star, National Post, and City News all published reports from the AP which failed to mention that the Palestinian was reportedly a member of the Al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigades, a Canadian-designated terror group.

July 6

**Sheridan College Instructor Doubles as Anti-Israel Columnist for Al Jazeera**

In a June 19 column entitled: “Gaza’s children are suffering: Trudeau’s shame is Canada’s shame,” Mitrovica, a journalism instructor at Oakville’s Sheridan College, who also serves as a columnist for Al Jazeera, refers to Gazans as “victims of incessant Israeli perversions,” claiming that “Israel murdered and maimed many Palestinians” in 2018, and refers to the 2021 Hamas-Israel war as “an 11-day Israeli turkey shoot.”

Mitrovica’s incessant and baseless attacks against Israel in his capacity as a columnist for Al Jazeera is repugnant enough, but all the more so given his role teaching journalism at an Ontario post-secondary institution, particularly for impressionable young adults.

July 11

**CTV Amends Article to Acknowledge Israel’s Security Concerns and that Israel is Jewish People’s Ancestral Homeland**

We are pleased to report that CTV News Ottawa has amended its online article from May 20 about an incident that took place at St. Francis Xavier High School in Gloucester, a suburb of Ottawa, where students walked out of class in support of the Palestinian people. The amended article now includes an editor’s note and additional context of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, including that the Jewish people claim that the land of Israel is its ancestral homeland and an acknowledgment of Israel’s security concerns.
July 21

Roger Waters Bashes Israel In Support Of Pro-Palestinian Students At McGill University

On July 14, Roger Waters performed in Montreal and spoke at an anti-Israel event called: “Standing Up For Student Solidarity With Palestine,” which was an online event co-sponsored by the suspended McGill University student group, Solidarity for Palestinian Human Rights McGill, (SPHR) and which was endorsed by Samidoun, a Canadian not-for-profit organization with alleged ties to the PFLP terror group.

Rogers participated in this event in support of SPHR which was suspended by the McGill student government for 105 days after they mocked and allegedly harassed McGill's Students' Society of McGill University (SSMU) for refusing to ratify a new anti-Israel policy.

Waters not only made false accusations that Israel is a “settler colonial” “apartheid” state, he also claimed that Jewish organizations are “fascists: who support “Jewish supremacy”, and then spread the Jenin “massacre” blood libel. He also outrageously claimed that Israel is committing a Holocaust against the Palestinian people.

Rogers then made unsubstantiated claims that rich pro-Israel donors were putting pressure on the McGill administration and student government to not ratify this new anti-Israel policy, which insinuated that supposedly wealthy Jews were blackmailing the University - which reeks of the long-standing Jewish conspiracy theory of Jews controlling the world.
July 25

City TV Montreal Airs Palestinian Musician’s Denial Of Israel’s Right To Exist; OMNI Reporter Signed Anti-Israel Open Letter

On July 23, City TV Montreal broadcast a segment by OMNI reporter Farah Mustapha, a journalist that previously signed an open anti-Israel letter in May 2021, about how Palestinian brothers in a band called Le Trio Joubran are touring Canada and were performing in Montreal. The OMNI reporter quoted one of the brothers, Samir Joubran, saying: “My message is giving love, hope, we are still hoping that we can get the freedom to live in a free country without occupation.” Owned by Rogers Media, City TV and OMNI’s report failed to challenge this egregious accusation and allowed it to go on air, and on its website, without any context and countenance.

Reporter Farah Mustapha can only be regarded as a partisan anti-Israel activist who lacks objectivity and political neutrality in her coverage of matters concerning Israel. That she was allowed to produce this report which contained a denial of Israel’s right to exist is alarming and shows a complete lack of journalistic standards at Rogers, OMNI and City TV.

August 2

University of Toronto Newspaper Repeats Anti-Israel Propaganda

In May, as Israel celebrated its 74th birthday, a small but vocal group of anti-Israel protesters gathered in downtown Toronto to protest the country’s existence. This protest was reported in a July 28 article in The Varsity, the University of Toronto’s student newspaper entitled: “‘Free, free Palestine’: In downtown Toronto, hundreds commemorate 74th anniversary of Nakba,” where Jadine Ngan, the paper’s editor-in-chief and author Caroline Bellamy, painted a skewed and one-sided version of the anti-Israel protesters’ claims in their reporting, including that Israel illegally occupies Palestinian land, that Israel is responsible for Palestinian refugees, and that Israel forcibly expelled Palestinians in 1948.

August 4

CBC Issues Statement Of Regret After Claiming Saudi Minister Said Israel “Murdered” Al Jazeera Journalist

On July 16, CBC News aired an interview report with CBC reporter Kris Reyes who, when describing a meeting between Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman and President Biden, erroneously claimed that the Saudi Minister said Israel “murdered” Al Jazeera Journalist, Shireen Abu Akleh.

HonestReporting Canada sent a complaint to the CBC and we are pleased to note that in response to our complaint, CBC released a statement of regret for this false claim.
August 4

Toronto-Area Arabic Media Peddles Antisemitic Propaganda

The May 31, 2022 edition of Sakher Sabeel, a Mississauga-based Arabic magazine featured an interview with Palestinian poet Ghalia Abu Sitta during her visit to Canada.

Abu Sitta, who is also a veteran member of the Fatah movement, was asked for her perspective on the “ongoing tragedies” in the Palestinian territories, and her response was a mishmash of what we consider to be historical revisionism and a tacit denial of Israel’s right to exist. HonestReporting Canada independently verified the translation from the original Arabic.

Not to be outdone, just over a month later, on July 8, 2022, Meshwar Media, a Mississauga-based Arabic-language publication which has long been accused of peddling anti-Israel and antisemitic content, including featuring content denying the Holocaust and mourning the death of a Palestinian terrorist, published a “satirical short story” called “How did God Create the Chosen People,” replete with what we regard are classical antisemitic tropes and imagery contained in a cartoon. HonestReporting Canada independently verified the translation from the original Arabic.

August 4

Adbusters Magazine Denies Israel’s Right to Exist

Adbusters, the Vancouver-based alternative and anti-capitalist magazine with a long history of publishing anti-Israel content, stooped to a new low in its August edition.

The publication’s commentary began with a statement about “the Israeli state and its media toadies,” which insinuated that Israel somehow controls both social media and news outlets as well, who are allegedly “eager to toe the Israeli line.”

Adbusters also referred to Shireen Abu Akleh, the late Palestinian journalist for Al Jazeera who was killed by an unknown and errant bullet, as being intentionally murdered by Israel.

In the very same article, the magazine referred to “75 years of occupation, oppression and apartheid.” Importantly, Israel achieved its independence from the United Kingdom in 1948, so it is clear that Adbusters is seeking to delegitimize not merely the lands Israel acquired in a defensive war in 1967, but Israel’s entire existence as a Jewish State.

With Jews representing Canada’s largest target of religiously motivated hate crimes according to the latest data from Statistics Canada, Adbusters’ bravado is not only misplaced; it’s profoundly insensitive.
August 9


Once again, Jews have the dubious distinction of representing the largest group of victims of religiously motivated hate crimes, according to recent data released by Statistics Canada.

The August 2 report entitled “Police-reported crime statistics in Canada, 2021”, found that hate crimes against Jews were reported to police 487 times in 2021, up from 331 incidents in 2020, representing a 47 percent increase. In 2019, the figure was 306 antisemitic hate crimes.

In 2021, there were 144 hate crimes reported against Muslims, and 155 hate crimes reported against Catholics, representing large increases of 71 percent and 260 percent over 2020, respectively.

August 12

Radio-Canada Fails To Identify Dead Palestinians As Terrorists

On August 10, CBC Radio-Canada published an article entitled “Cisjordanie: quatre Palestiniens tués par les forces israéliennes” (West Bank: Four Palestinians killed by Israeli forces), whose headline failed to note that included in these fatalities, were 3 Palestinian “militants” who engaged in hostilities against arresting Israeli forces, with one of whom, Israel alleges, was involved in recent terror attacks against innocent Israelis.

Untold is the real story that almost 1/3 of recent Palestinian casualties have come from misfired Palestinian rockets.

August 13

CBC’s Biased Anti-Israel Reporting Of “Gaza Solidarity Protests” In Ottawa

On August 11, CBC Ottawa Reporter Uday Rana filed several anti-Israel reports for CBC TV, radio, online, and via social media stating that: “The death toll after three days of fighting has risen to 47...Several militants were among those killed, including two senior Islamic Jihad commanders, one of whom Israel said it targeted in order to foil an imminent attack.”

The report did not mention that Israel carried out pre-emptive airstrikes against what it says were threats emanating from Gaza by Islamic Jihad. Mr. Rana’s TV report also failed to mention that Palestinian terrorists fired 1,000 rockets at Israel and that 1/3 of the Islamic Jihad rockets landed in Gaza, killing scores of Palestinian civilians, including many children, and maiming countless civilians.
August 15

CTV Falsely Claims Israel Killed 49 Palestinians In Recent Fighting With Islamic Jihad

On August 15, CTV News broadcast a segment orated by host Merella Fernandez who erroneously said that: “Last week, 49 people were killed and hundreds wounded in Gaza by Israeli airstrikes targeting the Islamic Jihad.” In truth, 1/3 of recent Palestinian civilian deaths, children included, came about due to misfired rockets from Palestinian terrorists.

HonestReporting Canada has filed a complaint with the Canadian Broadcaster Standards Council (CBSC) to ensure that CTV News remedy this false claim.

August 15

Concordia University Student Newspaper Lauds Islamic Jihad Terrorists As “Resistance Fighters”

In a photo essay published on August 13 in The Link, Concordia University’s student newspaper, entitled: “Justice and Accountability: Marching for Gaza,” author Ibrahim Mahmoud covered an anti-Israel rally held in downtown Montreal on August 10, organized by a handful of pro-Palestinian campus groups and organizations in Montreal.

Untold by the Link, this Montreal rally featured calls to “globalize the intifada,” code word for armed violence against Israelis. At the rally, the Palestinian Youth Movement, an organization which praised Palestinian terrorism and mourned Palestinian terrorists, projected a video showing a Kaffiyeh-clad Mario, from the Nintendo video game series, jumping on an IDF Goomba.

August 18

Canadian Arabic Paper’s Editor Utters Antisemitic Dual Loyalties Slur

On August 1, Meshwar’s General Director and Editor, Nazih Khatatba, posted a message on his personal Facebook account (originally in Arabic) accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of Jews worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations. HonestReporting Canada independently verified the translation of Nazih Khatatba’s words from the original Arabic.

Importantly, the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance definition of antisemitism considers allegations of dual loyalties to be antisemitic.
August 19

Canadian Arabic Magazine Praises Palestinian Violence Against Israel

Sakher Sabeel is a monthly Arabic-language Canadian magazine covering local events in the Arab community, mainly in the GTA.

An August 7 post to the Sakher Sabeel Facebook page praised Palestinian armed violence against Israel; specifically, Islamic Jihad's recent massive rocket attacks on Israeli communities and Palestinian terrorist attacks carried out from the "West Bank" against Israeli targets. HonestReporting Canada independently verified the translation from the original Arabic.

August 22

CTV London Removes Event Organizer's Material From Its Website That Wiped Israel Off The Map

On August 20, the Youth Committee of the Canadian Arab Society held its Middle East Festival in London, Ontario.

In covering this festival, CTV News published the event organizer’s promotional materials which featured a map of the Middle East that not only wiped Israel off the map, it replaced it with a Palestinian flag.

We are pleased to report that subsequent to our Action Alert on August 22, CTV London has removed all promotional material on its website.

August 28

Village Media Chain Publishes Interviews With Noted Anti-Israel Activists Who Spew Disinformation

On August 24, originally produced by New Canadian Media, and then published by Village Media, reporter Diary Marif wrote an article entitled “Palestinians accuse Canada of having a double standard on Israel,” which was replete with statements from interviewees alleging falsehoods against Israel, including the claim of Israeli expulsions against Palestinians, both historical and current.
Ontario Arabic Media Claims Israeli Mossad Massacred Israeli Athletes At Munich Olympics

On August 18, Meshwar Media published an article on its website by Editor Nazih Khattaba which claimed that the Israeli Mossad carried out the massacre of 11 Israeli athletes at the Munich Olympics games in 1972.

Importantly, German forces exclusively carried out the rescue operation. Neither the Israeli Mossad nor Israeli troops participated in any military attempt to release the hostages and it was the Palestinian terrorists from the ‘Black September’ group that killed the Israeli athletes.

Unfounded allegations like this have the potential to fan the flames of hatred against Canadian Jewry and the State of Israel.

Globe and Mail Publishes Front Page Report on 50th Anniversary of Munich Massacre

In advance of the 50th anniversary of the massacre, on September 2, the Globe & Mail published an extensive front page feature report entitled: “50 years after Munich massacre, a determined widow finds justice,” by journalist Marieke Walsh, profiling Ankie Spitzer, whose husband Andrei was one of the 11 Israeli athletes murdered in 1972.

The article includes an extensive interview with Spitzer and her five decade-long legal fight with authorities in Germany and the German state of Bavaria, who for decades had failed to properly address the aftermath of the attack.

Kudos to the Globe & Mail and to journalist Marieke Walsh on producing this important report about how Germany agreed to pay compensation to the families of 1972 Munich Olympics massacre victims and for giving it the front-page, feature-length attention that it deserves.

After Denying Israel’s Right To Exist & Proclaiming The Existence of “Palestine”, Toronto Star Corrects Article

A Toronto Star producer claimed that Israel has been occupying Ramallah for 75 years, since the Jewish State’s birth in 1948, which logically implies that Israel has no right to exist. At the same time, the Star’s report falsely claimed that a state of “Palestine” exists.

After filing a complaint, we are pleased to note that the Star recognized this serious error and issued a correction.
September 13

**Hill Times Commentator Accuses Israel of Islamophobia & Suggests Support for Israel Based in “Antipathy Toward Arabs & Muslims”**

In his recent September 12 opinion column in The Hill Times, “Canada’s foreign policy is at odds with Trudeau’s promise to fight Islamophobia,” Taha Ghayyur accused the Canadian government of being complicit in alleged crimes against Muslims, including in Israel, which he accused of being “defined by decades of occupation and settler colonialism.”

There is simply no evidence to buttress Ghayyur’s statement that Israel is imbued with Islamophobia. Muslims in Israel can vote, be elected, live wherever they want, and pursue any educational and workplace opportunities they so choose.

---

September 15

**CBC Radio-Canada**

**Radio-Canada Retracts Claim That Israel Killed 49 Palestinian Civilians**

A September 10 Radio-Canada report by journalist Manon Globensky erroneously claimed that Israel killed 49 Palestinian civilians in the conflict. In the eyes of our French-language public broadcaster, no Palestinian combatants were killed, only innocent Palestinian civilians killed by Israeli forces.

We are pleased to note after our complaint, Radio-Canada upheld our concerns and retracted this claim. Furthermore, Radio-Canada deleted the offending paragraph from its news report and published a correction.

---

September 18

**CBC Ombud Acknowledges Shortcomings Of “Our Montreal” Report Which Failed to Include Important Context About Anti-Israel Activist**

In December 2021, CBC broadcast an episode of the television program “Our Montreal”, focusing on a Montreal exhibit about Pegasus, a surveillance software. Alarmingly, the report featured an outrageous and unsubstantiated claim that Israel develops and tests weapons on Palestinians for profit by one of the exhibit organizers with no context provided by CBC. Additionally, no context was given about the organizer’s past history of anti-Israel activism.

We are pleased to report, after our complaint last year, the CBC’s Ombudsman acknowledged the shortcomings of the CBC’s reporting, recognizing that not providing necessary context failed to give the full picture to viewers.
MEDIA BIAS WORKSHOPS

BOOK A WORKSHOP TODAY:
LEARN HOW TO FIGHT MEDIA BIAS AGAINST ISRAEL

WORKSHOPS IDEAL FOR:
- SCHOOLS
- PLACES OF WORSHIP
- PRIVATE GROUPS
- COMMUNITY CENTRES

PRESENTED BY ROB WALKER
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

TOPICS INCLUDE:
- COMBATING ONLINE JEW HATRED
- HOW TO IDENTIFY AND COUNTER UNFAIR AND INACCURATE MEDIA COVERAGE OF ISRAEL
- FAKE NEWS: LIBELS & SLANDERS AGAINST THE JEWISH PEOPLE AND JEWISH STATE

TO BOOK A WORKSHOP:

(416) 915-9157
INFO@HONESTREPORTING.CA
First, let us say, thank you!

Since our inception, we've made an exponential impact in countering antisemitism and anti-Israel bias by standing on the front lines and tackling ignorance, exposing hate and combating intolerance.

Working with you, our 50,000 subscribers, our educational initiatives have combatted the pernicious targeting of Jews and the nation state of the Jewish people, both recipients of hatred, double standards, and contempt.

Every donation made allows us to dedicate more time and more resources to our important cause. Thanks to your patronage and partnership, our work is enabled.

Please support our vital campaign to find **1,000 new monthly donors** to support our efforts to fight media bias against Israel. **We can’t do it without you.**

**Please give generously today by making a secure monthly online donation via credit card or PayPal by visiting [https://honestreporting.ca/monthlydonate/](https://honestreporting.ca/monthlydonate/)**

---

**WHY DO THE JEWS AND ISRAEL ALWAYS TREND ON TWITTER?!**

HonestReporting Canada’s Digital Director, Rick Firth, takes a deep dive into the world of social media and asks the question of why the Jews and Israel always trend on Twitter?

Why is online antisemitism so rampant? What is the root cause of this hate? What can be done to fight back against online hate speech and intolerance? Is there any hope for the future?

**CLICK HERE TO WATCH NOW!**